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Write to the Editor

‘Information is Power’ and our ever-
evolving profession needs more and 
more of that today than ever before. Do 
you have any relevant points to make, 
experiences to share, and views to 
spread among the CA. fraternity? If yes,  
e-mail us at eboard@icai.org/nadeem@
icai.org or write to: The Editor, The Journal 
Section, ICAI Bhawan, Indraprastha Marg, 
PO Box 7100, New Delhi 110002.

-Editor 

June Issue Easy-to-Read

The contents of the Journal have vastly 
improved whereas the feather in the cap on 
the designing front has been the new easy-
to-read June 2006 format with the bigger 
font size and adequate spacing between 
the lines. Keep up this reader-friendly style.

 —CA. T. Gopalakrishnan 

I am delighted to see the quality of the journal 
improving continuously both in terms of 

rich content and packaging. The 
June 2006 Issue on NGO was 
very informative.  The article 
titled ‘empowered board for 
an empowered NPO’ authored 
by CA. Puja Wadhera is worth 
mentioning. The ICAI should 
form a cell to cater to the specific 
accounting needs of NGO sector.  
Let me also suggest a special issue 

on ‘Real Estate and Role of CAs’. 
—CA. Rakesh Kumar Singh

Journal Now More Useful for 
Students and Members

The Journal is proving to be immensely 
useful for both CA students & member, 
thanks to the topic Coverage and particularly 
the sections like ‘For Your Information’ 
‘International Update’, ‘EAC Opinion’ and the 
newly introduced ‘Students’ Corner’, which 
is concise but very informative. 

—Shahzad Malik
Article Assistant (Nasik)

The May 2006 issue of the Journal was very 
inspiring and informative. I would like to 
congratulate the Editorial Board for starting 
a separate section for students (Students’ 
Corner) to keep the students aware of the 
important information relevant to them. 
The primer on ‘Right to Information Act’ 
and ‘Salient Features of Amendments 
made through The Chartered Accountants 
(Amendment) Act, 2006’ was really 
enlightening.

— Harsh R. Rathi, CA. Student

Article on Time Management

The article on ‘Time Management’  in the 

June 2006 issue was a must read for 
Chartered Accountants, who are under 
increasing work pressures in these days. 
The next article in this line may be on 
‘Yoga’.

 —CA. Shrenik Shah

I am a 2nd year Bachelor Degree student 
(Economics) but I read your Journal 
regularly to update my knowledge. 
In the June 2006 Issue, the article on 
Time Management authored by Aruna 
Chandraraju has helped me complete my 
work in time.

 —Rantu Chetia
Student (Dibrugarh)

The article on Time Management present-
ed quite ‘practical, handy and effective’ 
techniques. These techniques are helping 
me become a good “time accountant”.

—Mohammad Shahid Mattoo
CA student

More Improvement Needed 

Notwithstanding the recent adulatory 
references in the Journal about its 
improvement, I will give only two cheers 
to the Editorial Board.  I will reserve the 
3rd cheer when the some shortcomings 
like ‘very lengthy articles’, ‘overlapping 
of information in some articles’, 
incomprehensible notifications or other 
information at times, some errors of 
language editing are done away with.

—CA. B. P. Bajan

'A Man Without Patience is a Lamp Without Oil'
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